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Unpack the tarfile, what did we get?? :
Well organized directories with the data: flats, object, arc, std,…😀
But VERY LONG NAMES (some numbers+EMIR-STARE_SPECTRA,EMIR-
TEST …) , which is VERY CONFUSING. 🙃🙃🙃
PROPOSAL: TO ADOPT A NON-IDENTIFICATIVE NAMING (just like EMIR-date+time, 
similar to ESO –VLT data)

Spectral-flats called as EMIR-TEST0, or IMAGE-
BIAS!!!

Acquisition images & actual spectra are both 
named EMIR-STARE_SPECTRA!!!



Reading the data-log or qc-report
lQC  reports seem very useful, but still contain several keywords
which are difficult to interpret (~NOBSBLCK) or not relevant at this
level (XDTU, YDTU, CSU, …). Format is not very user-friendly: 
quantities such as IPA, AIRMASS, M2UZ... with many decimal 
places.



l→ better to write a new FITS-extension with such
specific information



Detector anomalies
Bad behaviour in a section of the detector, 
seen twice in the  inspected dataset. It 
may ruin a long sequence, it does appear 
in a single exposure, not affecting near 
ones. It may be difficult to avoid and 
predict. 

Some structure appears at the upper-left quad., in the 1st bottom
horizontal stripe (varying signal offset) 

→ produces not cleaned background when subtracting sky to the
spectra (may affect extended emission)
→ avoid placing the object in the slit close to these rows



lPersistence: memory from previous observations, critical when observing bright
targets or changing from imaging to spectroscopy, e.g. image_through_slit [ITS] 
(see example above). Possible Solutions: 
lavoid exposing long in the ITS,
lif unavoidable, before starting science frames take few cleaning images



It appears as bright sky line but it is 
NOT (just vertical line, not curved)
It looks like a memory effect from 
previous image through slit, but peak of 
emission is shift respect to slit position. 
It persists along several exposures



Spectroscopy

lSpectroscopic setup seems rather stable:
-sky-line position is well fixed in the detector after
relatively long-exposures
-Sky line position is mantained after several nights by
less than …
-Most of sky line subtraction noise comes from non-
uniformous slit witdth. 
-Recomendation: when observing very faint targets, 
search for a reference brightness target to be placed 
in the slit at the same time, VERY useful to coadd
frames and to check quality along the exposures
(eventually - clouds passing, seeing worsening, 
autoguider jumps, others…)  



First experience with spectroscopy
q Spectroscopic setup seems rather stable:

q sky-line position is very stable in the detector after relatively
long-exposures (but based on not many examples)

q Sky line positions are constant after several nights by about
+/-0.5 pixel – no need to take arcs very frequently, just for
quality check
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lAnalized several OBs from objects with emission lines, using K grism.
lReduced using “old-fashion” IRAF+LIRISDR (A-B+shift-and-add)
lSatisfactory sky line subtraction but residuals are mostly due to:

lDifferences of slit width of different bars (supposed to be improved soon)
l horizontal lines (persistence, light leaking through bars?, ???)
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lAnalized several OBs from objects with emission lines, using K grism.
lReduced using “old-fashion” IRAF+LIRISDR (A-B+shift-and-add)
lSatisfactory sky line subtraction but residuals are mostly due to:

lDifferences of slit width of different bars (supposed to be improved soon)
l in this case no horizontal lines, but offset difference in one of stripes
lAnomalous detector behaviour











DRP

lActually no time to test, but good feeling after
browsing manuals, although bit scared about
complexity. 
lGuess that Numina and PyEMIR manuals will be 
carefully updated to recent developments and 
changes: To avoid things like Pyemir as 
instrument name is set to MEGARA (!!!), not
critical but suspicious…


